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Creva 
Design by kaschkasch

Seating configurations without limitations. Ranging from solitary 
armchairs to multi-seat combinations, from benches without  
backrest to endless seating rows, from angled configurations to 
screened seat islands and private work cubicles. This concept  
of linkable “contract sofas” opens up new exciting perspectives  
for the interior design of modern work environments.

These exceptional tables with matching slender and graceful  
design aesthetics are geared towards a multitude of environments, 
meeting all the functional requirements. This line-up is functionally 
complemented by stools, bar stools and benches. Also compatible 
with task chairs. The optional extras encompass rotating modesty  
and acoustic panels with the aim of zoning the table top surface.
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Creva soft
A new style of soft seating. Available in a wide spectrum of 
variations, ranging from stools to benches and from multi-seat 
configurations to quiet office retreats. This series opens up new 
interior design perspectives for office environments, for lounges 
and lobbies, waiting areas, and of course, bars and cafes.
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Creva soft landscapes
Seating landscapes in a wide spectrum of shapes. This series, 
consisting of base units featuring either steel or wooden legs, 
upholstered pads and cushions as well as side parts and backs  
in different heights, offers virtually endless possibilities. For nearly 
every conceivable use, it is possible to create a multitude of  
arrangements by combining the seat units, either next to each 
other or facing different directions. The possibility to create 
angled configurations gives scope for creative layouts. Without 
backrest and side parts, the long stools are accessible from all 
sides. For more privacy, the elements can be combined to build  
a “room in a room”, ideally suited as a retreat to work without  
being interrupted or simply for a short moment of relaxation.
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Creva stool
At the very first glance, these stool variations stand out through 
their excellent stability. The dominant seat is supported by four  
legs. The design language is entirely based on a circular geometry, 
resulting in a clear-cut, minimalist look. The line-up consists of 
stools or bar stools, available with either a wooden or metal frame.








